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Making the Qualitative Quantitative

A PATTERN
PERSPECTIVE

By Laura Seargeant Richardson and Erin M. Sanders
laura.richardson@frogdesign.com  n erin.sanders@frogdesign.com

Laura Seargeant Richardson, a principal designer for frog design and former director of design research at M3 Design,
specializes in the emotional, participatory and future design of products and environments.  n Erin Sanders, a senior
designer for frog design Shanghai, has worked on service design innovations, consumer electronics and software
development interactive systems as well as global design research for industrial, healthcare and digital design projects.

“The conclusion of design flows naturally from the data; 

we should not shrink from it; we should embrace it and build on it.”
—Michael Behe
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A
s designers should we seek to be inspired or informed by research? Before we answer that

question, we need to step back and consider a commonly held assumption that design is not

a democracy. Future innovation does not come from the people for whom we design. Instead,

it comes from design rock stars, industry veterans and visionaries through a deep-seated knowledge, a

propensity for creative thinking and designerly knowing, a la inspiration. This belief—that inspiration is the

basis for design ideas—has led some businesses and designers to use ethnography as a tool to merely

inspire. However, another way to consider ethnographic research in the design process is to use it as a cre-

ative foundation built on structure, rigor and information analysis. When used this way, what emerges is a

creative framework and a foundation for design—what we commonly refer to as the pattern perspective.

On Inspiration
Inspiration is a natural and necessary part of the design
process. Inspiration is what fuels us and certainly informs us
along with the practice of our craft, our innate intuition and our
quest to constantly improve the world or products around us.

As designers we are more observant than most to that
world. Our gift is a honed ability to see something in almost
anything—the careless flick of cigarette ash, the casual con-
versation overheard or a person’s behavior in a public bath-
room. Meaningful moments like these have been captured
by Jane Fulton Suri, IDSA in her book Thoughtless Acts?
Inspiration, inherently, is an internal reflection process, built
from the designer’s constructs. What Suri may see and con-
sider with one image, another designer would see in a very
different manner, and they would each create entirely unique
responses to what they see as designers. 

The limitation of inspiration is that our internal ideation
is not from co-creation, a shared understanding or an exter-
nal process. It is an individual pursuit. And while there is
beauty in the singular, there is meaning in the multiple—
multiple perspectives (usually your team), multiple inputs
(usually a variety of research methods), multiple people
(stakeholders, subject matter experts and consumers)
and multiple dimensions (because the problems we solve
aren’t always simple and are part of larger systems and
processes).

Thus, we would argue that inspiration is not always
enough for the challenges we face today. Inspiration may
help us see the opportunity but doesn’t always provide the
best solution. And ultimately the qualitative nature of
ethnography remains simply that, qualitative.
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The Patterns Around Us
As humans, we live in a world of patterns—sound, scent,
touch, taste and certainly visual. As a profession, we have
made patterns the gestalt of design. A Pattern Language by
Christopher Alexander or Principles of Pattern Design by
Richard Proctor grace most shelves, depending on your dis-
cipline. Patterns help us wrangle complexity, provide struc-
ture to data and soothe our need for symmetry. But more
than any other affordance, patterns provide meaning—par-
ticularly, meaning in the complexity of gathered data.

At frog design, patterns are a part of our DNA. The way
we interpret and synthesize data—whether it’s from strategic
investigation, secondary research, workshop ideation or co-
creation in participatory design—always comes back to pat-
terns. This pattern perspective has even been formalized in
both our proprietary and nonproprietary methods. We might
also look at patterns multidimensionally through the combina-
tion of stakeholders, a product’s life cycle and the lens through
which we focus—such as behavior, emotion and organization.
But what pattern analysis can we create from participatory
design and co-creation with only a handful of people or from
more traditional ethnography where we historically have gath-
ered singular moments of inspiration? How many participants
are enough for data-driven research analysis?

Several years ago, an article on P&G described the
moment the company changed its approach to research.
Rather than focus groups and statistics, the company’s
newest product innovation was diving deep and immersive
with as few as three to four people. One innovation lead
even quipped that he’d learn more by going deep with one
person than he ever could by going broad with many. And
in the aggressive timelines we are all seeing today, some-
times you don’t have the luxury of quantitative studies.
Thus, the answer is to set up our immersion so that we see
patterns across only a few participants.

Patterning Tools
From the future of electric vehicles to more responsive med-
ical identification, from group game play to products for the
Asian market, we have had to craft design research proto-
cols and synthesize the collected data into usable patterns
with as few as four participants and sometimes as many as
20. The commonality across the research has been the pur-
poseful planning and composition of the probing or cre-
ationary artifacts as well as the researcher’s focus lens.

The goal of the participatory design process is to
enable co-creation through the act of making the ideal or
future product. Because the research team typically pro-
vides the inputs (e.g., the kit of parts) to the act of making,
patterns are quickly determined. The kit of parts can take
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A design synthesis, creating insight combinations through themes and
patterns.



the form of Velcro modeling, image
collaging, card sorting, process map-
ping or environmental touchpoints. 

Two projects exemplify this type of
research perfectly. The first was a con-
cept project designed as part of a
team (also including Greg Burkett and
Vincent Lam) at M3 Design. The idea
was simple. While participatory tools
have become more contextual and
sensorial, as well as larger in terms of what challenges we
tackle using this methodology (e.g., Velcro modeling an
entire car), the team felt that the approach to inclusion and
analysis hadn’t really changed. Typically, participatory
design is done one-on-one, with the kit contents serving as
the common factor between individuals and the individuals’
ideals and stories merging through the lens of the
researcher or designer. We wondered what were we miss-
ing by not enabling the crowd to co-create together, to
share a common kit rather than mirror images of separate
kits. Well, it turns out we were missing a lot. 

The context we set to ground the exercise was in the
form of the ideal group game experience for teenagers. To
ensure their ability to move from individual mental models to
a group mindset when creating the ideal game, we method-

ically took four teenagers through a
series of co-creation activities. The first
was an individual image collage, the
second was a series of shared contin-
uums around game construct (such as
characters, rules and environment),
and the third was a single group MAKE
kit built from basic physical objects.
We found that by enabling participants
to co-create together, more improvised

innovation developed. The teenagers fed off each others’
ideas, picking up and discarding them as they worked
through the challenge together. 

The second example of participatory design is a recent
project at frog that looked at people’s wayfinding goals as
they walked through an environment. After the research
was conducted, each set of the participants’ goals was laid
out horizontally and then mapped to a color that corre-
sponded to a specific goal. A matrix of eight participants
was created this way, with the goals shared by the group
visibly seen through color. Because of the proprietary nature
of the research, all context has been removed. But that is
the beauty in patterns: you can still clearly see the wayfind-
ing process in the resulting color blocks, much like a
Mondrian work of art. 
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Above: The teenagers move from individual ideal to group understanding through game construct continuums.
Below: A pattern emerges: wayfinding goals are clearly discerned from common color blocks.
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imagine replicating this across participants. How many pat-
terns are missed because we must take in an overall picture
rather than focus on the minutia? This method lets the team
focus on both.

Aligning the Qualitative and Quantitative
Recently a frog design team based in Shanghai traveled to
Thailand, Vietnam and Singapore to understand the cultural
context and behavioral nuisances in designing an interna-
tional product for the Southeast Asian market. Here, we uti-
lized ethnographic methods of capture to delve into the day-
to-day lives of individuals. We planted ourselves in malls, in
bustling business districts, in hospitals and on every type of
transportation and watched thousands of individuals use
hundreds of products. Simultaneously, our ethnographic
research took us into history museums, art galleries and
houses of worship to understand the deeply embedded intri-
cacies of the cultures for which we were designing. 

While visiting these cities we also performed a small
subset of contextual inquiries in which we ventured into peo-
ple’s homes and lives. We performed home and product
tours, contextual interviews and participatory design exercis-
es that helped us understand how these individuals were
placing value on everything they owned as well as the
images we had captured through our ethnographic inquiries.
In order to disseminate the large quantity of data into some-
thing more suitable, we held translation sessions at the end
of every day of research. Here we were able to leverage the
ethnographic data against the individual contextual inquiries.
We found patterns emerging almost immediately.

Ultimately, we were able to make the qualitative and the
quantitative align. We did not survey the thousands of indi-
viduals we observed, but instead meticulously watched
their behaviors in real-world contexts. We then were able to
take a much smaller sample of individuals and explore
deeply into their thoughts, feelings and aspirations toward
the specific product we were designing for. 

With one visualization you can captivate your toughest
clients and persuade your internal team. Patterns, quite
simply, are hard to refute. Why? Because we all crave
understanding in the face of voluminous data. Is the goal of
research to be inspired or informed? It all really depends on
your perspective. n

In probing alignment or resonance to a concept, the
goal is to determine resonance in a structured way such that
patterns will emerge. For example, in probing participants’
emotional response to medical identification concepts, we
revealed controlled aspects of the product over time and
then created a heartbeat, or EKG graph to show a compos-
ite, not an average, view across eight participants. 

Similarly, another project required deconstructing the
pleasure dimensions in the mouth and through research
determining which dimensions the product team should
focus on for a product redesign. A dimension, for example,
might be lip engagement (lips are the second-most sensi-
tive part of our bodies), surface area and texture as well as
visual properties. The result was a spider graph across 11
participants, which showed the dimensions that had the
greatest product improvement opportunities for the indus-
trial design team.

And finally, in the more typically unstructured behavioral
ethnography the goal is to observe unobtrusively—but even
then, there can be structure in the observation such that the
patterns in behavior, gesture and process can be dis-
cerned. As teams we practice focusing our attention on
specific components of an ethnographic encounter. Part of
observing, really observing, is knowing what to look for and
seeing the essence of things in an instant. So, while a
videographer might unobtrusively capture the overall pic-
ture, each team member may be assigned a specific area
of focus—one on behavior, one on gesture and so on. Now

A spider map reveals the areas of opportunity that would most
pleasurably impact the design of an intra-oral product.
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IDSA invites all members in good standing to champion candidates 

for the Academy of Fellows, the Personal Recognition Award, 

Education Awards and the Special Award.

Deadline: April 16, 2010.

Fellowship: for members in good standing and who have earned the special 
respect and affection of the membership through distinguished service to the 
Society and to the profession as a whole.

Personal Recognition Award: recognizes designers or other individuals 
whose involvement in, and support of, design has made him/her a special friend 
of the profession and major contributor to its long-term welfare and importance.

Special Award: recognizes organizations for notable results, creative and 
innovative concepts and long-term benefits to the profession, its educational 
function and society at large.

IDSA Education Award: recognizes significant and distinguished contributions 
to the field of industrial design education.

IDSA Young Educator of the Year Award: recognizes the contributions 
of younger faculty who have made the choice to dedicate their careers primarily 
to the education of the next generation of designers. 
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where ideas take shapeTM

solidThinking Inspired is the 3D modeling and visualization software for 
Windows and Mac, featuring ConstructionTreeTM, morphogenesisTM and real-time 

rendering, that empowers you to explore and evaluate more ideas in less time

generate forms based on biologically efficient structure
and find pathways to winning designs sooner

discover how you will be inspired at www.solidthinking.com

solidThinking, Inc. is an company
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